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Preface

For the period of this study, the primary language of our written sources is Arabic. I follow the *International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies*’ (*IJMES*) transliteration system for Arabic; accordingly, I do not indicate final tāʾ marbuṭa or distinguish between alif mamduḍa and alif maṣṣūra. Technical terms and place names used in English appear without transliteration (e.g., vizier, Baghdad), as do Anglicized derivatives of Arabic words and dynasties (e.g., ‘Ajam, ‘Abbasid). From the fourth/tenth century onward, a few, albeit culturally significant, Persian sources enter circulation, with more in the centuries that follow. My transliteration of Persian texts generally reflects that of *IJMES*, but where Persian words appear in Arabic texts, I give priority to Arabic transliteration. I hope I will be forgiven for this choice by Persianists, and by all for any inconsistencies.

For the Qur’an, I draw primarily on the English translation by Alan Jones (Cambridge: Gibb Memorial Trust, 2007).
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